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THE FINE PRINT
Editorial Policy: Unless marked “Not for Publication” all correspondence is
considered fair game for the newsletter. Typed, disc, or email submissions are
preferred. Submissions may be edited for length and/or grammar. If an author
isn’t specified, the editor wrote the article.
Copyright: Permission is granted to other Mensa publications to reprint
material not otherwise copyrighted by an individual author. If you reprint
something from the Muse, please send a copy of the reprint for distribution to
the author.
Submissions: Any original artwork, poems, stories, articles, puzzles, and other
items are VERY welcome. The best way to submit anything to the newsletter is
to send it by email to editor@boulder.us.mensa.org.. If you need a reply, ask
the editor. Be aware that the submission deadline is the 20th of the month. If
you have time-sensitive material, send it in on time to be included in the next
Muse.
Reprints: If you would like to see something reprinted in the Muse from
another source, get permission from the original publisher or author and include
it with the submission.
Deadline for the Muse is the 20th of each month. Submissions by email to:
bldrmnews@gmail.com
Subscriptions: Subscriptions to the Muse are available by sending a check for
$10 to our treasurer, payable to Boulder/Front Range Mensa.
Web Site: Our web site is: http://www.bouldermensa.org
Webmaster: Chris Wade – webmaster@boulder.us.mensa.org
Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_129068720500475

December is Bingo Month and Write a Friend Month
Have a great month from The Muse!
Holidays provided by www.holidayinsights.com
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December RVC Column
RVC Rich Olcott
Hi, folks. Welcome to December, the season of gifting and being
gifted.
Speaking of being gifted (see what I did there?), here’s another
reason to be proud of being a Mensan – our charitable arm, the
Mensa Education and Research Foundation (MERF). There’s a
lot more there than just the scholarship program.
MERF’s slogan is, “Advocate for Intelligence.” (You can watch a
nice video with that title at MensaFoundation.org/about-themensa-foundation/ ). The Foundation can’t lobby in the halls of
Congress (their 501(c)(3) designation forbids it). However...
• In partnership with the Library of Congress, MERF

sponsors a whole collection of programs and
publications to challenge and educate smart kids. If
you’ve got a 6-10-year-old nearby, go
to MensaForKids.org and subscribe to Bright, a two
page e-magazine loaded with puzzles. If the kid’s a little
older, there’s YM2 e-magazine, written in part by Young
Mensans and downloadable from us.mensa.org.
• To help teachers cope with their brightest students, MERF
offers more than two dozen lesson plans at various
levels (downloadable
from MensaForKids.org/teach/lesson-plans/ )
• MERF sponsors eight national and international awards
that are presented in recognition of excellence in
teaching, research, and creative achievement.
• MERF publishes the award-winning Mensa Research
Journal, devoted to scientific investigation of intelligence.
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• In conjunction with the AG, MERF presents Colloquium, a

full-day themed series of thought-provoking talks by
leaders in their fields.
• And, of course, there are MERF’s national and
international scholarship programs. (By the way,
proceeds from Colloquium registration fees go to that
scholarship fund.)
Finally, here’s something to consider in your end-of-year tax
planning – MERF’s status as an IRS-approved charity means that
if you’ve got a few dollars left over after that gifting, you can
donate them to MERF and deduct them from your taxable income
(good ol’ 1040 Schedule A).
See y’all next year.
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DECEMBER’S CALENDAR OF
EVENTS!
DECEMBER’S DINNER!
Monday, December 18th
at

1701 Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302
Seating begins at 6 and dinner begins at 6:30. Don’t forget
to prep your brains for a chance to become the
Boulder/Front Range Mensa Exalted Skald!
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DECEMBER’S PUZZLE!
Which of the following words is the odd one out?

SAUCE

PAPER TIME

RAIN

SAW SO

NOVEMBER’S PUZZLE ANSWER!
Add together three numbers each time to score 45.
Each number can be used as many times as you wish.
How many different combinations are there?

5 10 15 20 25
Answer:
Five.
15 15 15
25 10 10
20 20 5
25 15 5
20 15 10

From the Mensa UK website, http://www.mensa.org.uk/
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PHOTOS FROM MURPHY’S!

Kim S. gives the Skald quiz

Kim crowns John P. the new Skald victor!
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Bruce H., Geoff L. and Tim K. smile for the camera.

Chris C., John P. and VeraLouise K-P. enjoy the atmosphere.

Craig S. and Peggy P-S. grin.
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Dalin G. and James S. prepare for the Exalted Skald quiz.

Michael K., Kim S., & Fletch B. are in good company.

Steve W. and Dennis T. beam together.
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Membership Happenings!

Joining or Rejoining Us
Brian Lam, Lynda Bryson, Steven Soller, Joseph McMullin
December’s Mensaversaries:
2-9 Years
Karen Stewart
10-19 Years
Janeen Jahn, Douglas Kraus,
20+ Years
Michael Kearney, Judith Rhoads, Martha Hyder, Bruce
Lovell, Robert Mole
Happy December Birthday wishes to:
Scott Menard, Richard Juday, R Linenoak, Michael
Schlachter, Thai Sheridan, Ada Palles, James Daniels, Bob
Askey, Yoshi Zrelak, Sonia Martin, Bryan Kinderman
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From the Editor
During our first year together, my husband and I traveled to the
United Kingdom. At a Christmas themed shop in Edinburgh, we
purchased a “Christmas Pixie” tree ornament. For fun, we started
to have gifts from the Christmas Pixie under our Yuletide tree.
As our family grew, so did the cast of characters giving gifts. Santa
Claus and the Pixie were joined by Mrs. Claus, Polar Bears, Elves
assigned random numbers, etc. A tradition evolved to read who
“gave” you the gift before opening it.
This year, both Offspring know that the gifts are from family
members. In response, the characters have been adapted. Now they
are clues to the contents of the package.
Currently, under the tree is gift for me from Davros – a long-time
villain in the Dr. Who television series. I’m a little apprehensive
about opening it.
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Boulder/Front Range Mensa Officers
*President/Loc
. Sec.:

Dr. James
R. Stuart

*VicePresident
/Asst Loc Sec:

Tom
Denkenber
ger

asstlocsec@boulder.us.mensa.org

*Treasurer:

Lynn Taylor
Chambers

treasurer@boulder.us.mensa.org

*Membership
Chair:

Tim Kline

*Dinner Chair:

Bill Irelan

*Muse Editor:

Kim
Springer

303-8866772

editor@boulder.us.mensa.org

* Testing
Chair:

VeraLouise
KleinfeldPfeiffer

303-9492627

testingcoordinator@boulder.us.mensa.org

Proctor:

John
Pfeiffer

303-9492627

Ombudsperson

John
Pfeiffer

ombudsperson@boulder.us.mensa.org

SIGHT
Coordinator:

Ryan
Bettcher

sightcoordinator@boulder.us.mensa.org

Scholarship
Chair

Martha
Hyder

scholarshipchair@boulder.us.mensa.org

Webmaster:

Chris Wade

webmaster@boulder.us.mensa.org

Gifted Youth
Coordinator

Joi Lin
Russell

giftedyouth@boulder.us.mensa.org

RVC - Region
7:

Rich Olcott

303-6660662

locsec@boulder.us.mensa.org

303- 6789147

membershipchair@boulder.us.mensa.org

dinnercoordinator@boulder.us.mensa.org

720-3907889

RVC7@us.mensa.org

*denotes Executive Committee Member
National Office

email: AmericanMensa@mensa.org
Phone: 817-607-0060
Web site: www.us.mensa.org
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Mensa Muse

1229 Corporate Dr. West
Arlington, TX 76006-6103
Mensa is an international society whose sole requirement for
qualification for membership is a score at or above the 98th percentile on
any of a number of standardized tests.
Mensa’s main purpose is to serve as a means of communication and
assembly for its members.
All opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors, not
necessarily the Editor or officers of Mensa. Mensa as an organization
has no opinions. Send address changes to:
American Mensa, Ltd.
1229 Corporate Drive West
Arlington, TX 76006-6103
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